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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the present research was to ...
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, not only in academic areas but also among the ordinary people and organizations, auditors' independency is crucial. In the face of such an issue, auditing institutions' size and type of auditors' opinion are significant factors. The current study attempts to assess the effects of auditing institutions' size and type of auditors' opinion on auditing institutions' rotation.
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This study investigates the relationship between self-efficacy and psychological well-being components. It also examines the impact of synthetics model of teaching on creative writing of fifth grade boys. The research on the relationship between audit fees and board compensation while controlling for other variables showed a significant positive relationship. The present study aimed to examine the relationship between family communication patterns and resilience with mediating role of identity styles among students. The research suggested that REBT significantly reduced depression and anxiety. This research discussed the earnings management of managers using restatement of income numbers to know whether they accounted for earnings management up to 95 percent and managers gain through restatement of income numbers. The aim of this research was to study the relationship between governance system components and earnings quality in listed companies in Tehran Stock Exchange. This research tried to determine the relation between governance system components and earnings quality in listed companies in Tehran Stock Exchange. The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between family communication patterns and Resilience with mediating role of identity schools among students. This research is aimed at investigating the impact of synthetics model of teaching on creative writing of fifth grade boys. There was a significant difference between them and the research hypothesis was verified.
In present century, commercial competitive market transforms to a competitive market between the brands. The brands spare no effort to attract and retain customers. To achieve this goal, clothing luxury brands spend a lot of money on advertising and marketing. The present study is selected for this research using Cochran's sample size is 384 people of clothing luxury brands consumers of Kish Island.

Debate about the value of providing corrective feedback on L2 Writing has been outstanding in recent years as Truscott, ... Iranian low proficiency student writers prefer the clarity of evaluative feedback which directly addresses their errors.

The current study has as its objective to analyze the relationship between family functioning and ego resiliency with cancer cases and it can be concluded that the cases with higher ego resiliency enjoy better general health levels. Growing demands in finding new strategies to maximize organizational effectiveness have resulted in development of psychological capital. The goal of this study is to investigate the relationship between psychological capital with perceived organizational support, job satisfaction and affective commitment.

Many factors affect interpersonal attractions. According to Social psychological studies, pleasant and unpleasant odors can have a strong influence on an individual's decision to approach or avoid a person. The present study aimed to examine the role of pleasant and unpleasant odors on the individual and social attractiveness.

This survey is an effort to realize the relationship between job satisfaction and marital satisfaction among teachers in Payame Noor University. The hypotheses of this study were tested using SPSS software. The result shows anxiety and listening comprehension in English are correlated negatively.

The anxiety for EFL learners that accompanies the listening comprehension (LC) task is difficult to detect, but it is inevitable. This study investigated the relationship between anxiety and listening comprehension. The result shows anxiety and listening comprehension in English are correlated negatively.

The role of pleasant and unpleasant odors in individual and social attractiveness is the focus of this study. The study aimed to evaluate the impact of these odors on the attractiveness of individuals and social groups. Pleasant odors have more influence on women, but the effects of unpleasant odors are the same for both sexes.
ABSTRACT:
Economic institutions mostly hold their assets in the cash accounts. The present study mainly aims to assess the relationship between cash flow sensitivity and operating cash flow. The results also showed that fiscal restraints are not significantly influential in cash flow sensitivity of cash.
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ABSTRACT:
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of corporate governance mechanism on information content of operations (unprofitable compared to profitable companies). To do so, the impact of variables such as Institutional Investors, The Non-duty Managers in the Board of Directors, Free Float Stock and The Use of Debt in Financing on Stock returns of both unprofitable and profitable companies was studied. Statistical sample includes 13 companies, between the years of 2007 to 2012 this study “combinational data” method was used in order to test considered theories. Results of this research show that there is a meaningful relation between nominative stockholders percentage of property and stock returns in bad companies. Moreover, there is also a positive relation between unbound managers in the board of directors and stock returns, which its impact is more in bad companies. Additionally, there is a meaningful relevance between floating stock and stock returns in both profitable and bad companies but it has a stronger effect on the former one. Finally, there is a negative relation between the use of debt to financial feasibility and stock returns in bad companies. However, no relation was found in profitable companies.
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